
Notice to WHC Athletes and Families  

WHC Uniform 

 

Uniform Reveal! 

On Saturday, November 11, 2017, WHC will be hosting a Fashion Show leading up to the 2017-

18 UNIFORM REVEAL! This event will be held at the Orange Dome at 6 pm. If possible, please 

bring a donation to Christmas Daddies. This event is also restricted to WHC athletes and family 

please! 

The WHC Board of Directors (Erica, Jana, and Ashley) are absolutely THRILLED about these new 

uniforms!  A lot of time, energy and consideration went into the design of the uniform, and we 

are absolutely ecstatic with the end result.  We considered all the feedback from the athletes, 

coaches, parents, friends in the cheer industry, and professional advice from the designers at 

Full Swag.  These uniforms were carefully designed and selected specifically for WHC! 

Back in the summer of 2017, we issued a survey to the various athletes and parents, as well as 

coaches, of WHC. The survey results represented a full variety of opinions, specifically regarding 

whether we transition to Crop Tops. Almost no one said they would leave club over any 

decisions we made, and most felt that if WHC decided to go with Crop Tops, that they should 

be:  

 Restricted to the highest-level and oldest athletes; and 

 Optional for the athletes on the teams that wear them 

The majority of the respondents of the survey also indicated that they would trust the owners 

and coaches of the club to make the best decisions possible to ensure we are “keeping with the 

trends” but also protecting the conservative values within the organization. We are flattered 

that you put your trust in us, and feel we have made decisions that reflect both the spirit of 

WHC but also providing athletes with a beautiful new trendy uniform that they can be proud to 

wear.  Keeping in mind that it is impossible to please everyone, we made the best decisions we 

could and we are thoroughly satisfied with the result.  

You should also be aware that it is a USASF rule, and therefore a Cheer Nova Scotia rule that 

only senior athletes shall be permitted to wear crops, and they may only do so when either in 

the warm up area of a competition, or on the performance floor. They are required to be 

covered up at all other times, as per the image policy, in effect since 2015, which you can read 

here. Therefore, crops for any teams younger than senior was not even a consideration.  

http://usasf.net/news/index.html?article_id=25


 

 

 

During Saturday’s Fashion Show and Uniform Reveal, you will see a few uniform pieces:  

Crop Top & Skirt: This uniform is intended for Senior 5 Restricted Envy and Senior 4 Love only. 

The reason that this has been decided to be the uniform style for both of these teams is that 15 

out of the 18 athletes on Envy are also on Love (they’re virtually the same teams). If we did not 

make their uniform style the same, these athletes would have had to purchase two different 

uniform tops.  More on this decision below in the “anticipated questions” section.  

Crop with Midriff Option & Skirt: This is an option piece for the athletes on Love & Envy who 

choose to wear this instead of the crop.  The mesh midriff piece is attached to the sports bra, 

which is part of the uniform, and is to be worn under the crop top. It covers the mid-section of 

the athlete.  

Full length Top & Skirt: This is for all WHC athletes on Youth teams through to Senior 3 

Charisma.  

Full length Top & Skirt (Prep Uniform): This is a very similar style to the Full length top & Skirt, 

but is a lower-cost option for Mini Prodigy, Mini Innovation, and Tiny Wonder.  The only 

difference is that there is a little bit fewer gems, and no need to purchase the sports bra. 

Sports Bra: All the athletes on Youth and above will be required to purchase a WHC sports bra 

as part of the uniform, which has increased the cost of the uniform to slightly above what we 

quoted in the information package. However, these athletes can wear this sports bra to 

practice, and will get more use out of it than just at competitions, as they can wear it for years 

to come - even after this uniform style is retired.  

 

*Please remember that the prices quoted in the information package were approximate.  

 

  



Anticipated Questions: 

1) Why can’t all teams wear crops? 

Answer: As per the USASF and Cheer NS Image Policy, only senior athletes are permitted to 

perform at a competition wearing crop-top uniforms, else risk disqualification.  

 

2) Why can’t all Senior teams wear crops?  

Answer: There are several reasons why WHC has decided to only have crop uniforms for 

our Senior 4 & 5 teams: 

 Baby Steps: This style of uniform is new to WHC. We have been very conservative in 

our uniform choices in the past, and we wanted to ease into a style like this with a 

limited number of athletes, who are our most experienced cheerleaders, and would 

be more accepting of this change. In keeping with our conservative values, we are 

offering the athletes the option to purchase a midriff piece, should they chose to do 

so, while keeping in line with the style of the rest of the team.   

 Additional Costs due to being a Crossover Athlete: Crossover athletes that would be 

on a team with crops and a team without crops would have to purchase two 

uniforms, which we wanted to avoid. Since per the USASF and CNS Image Policy, 

Junior teams are NOT ALLOWED to wear crops, we were mindful of the kids who are 

on both Junior and Senior teams.  

o There are approximately 18 athletes that cross from Jr/Youth to Senior 1 and 

2 who would have been required to purchase two uniforms, thus increasing 

the cost for families who are already paying extra to be on two teams.  

o This also has a trickle-up effect. If we had included Senior 3 Charisma with 

Envy/Love’s crop style, then all the athletes on Charisma who cross to 

Ambition (7 athletes) would have to purchase two uniforms.  

o Due to this, the most cost-effective way of managing the athletes who cross, 

was to only have Senior 4 & 5R wear the cropped uniforms.  

 Survey Results: Many parents and athletes are not in favour of younger athletes 

wearing crops. There are more athletes on Senior Devotion, Ambition, and Charisma 

who are under 12, than Envy or Love. Although there are a few kids on Envy/Love in 

this age bracket, they are also extremely experienced and elite athletes, and are not 

new to the club, and therefore, are more ready for a change such as this.   In looking 

at ages based as of August 31, there are: 

o Five, 11-year olds on Ambition/Charisma/Devotion 



o Ten +, 12-year olds on Ambition/Charisma/Devotion 

o Twelve +, 13-year olds on Ambition/Charisma/Devotion 

o There is only one athlete under 13 on Envy/Love, and the majority are over 

14 years old.  

3) What do the uniforms cost?   

Answer: It will depend on what team you’re on, and what pieces you decide to purchase (if 

you are on Envy/Love, you have a choice for the midriff piece or regular sports bra):  

Team Uniform Piece Cost 

 Youth Brilliance, Courage, Crush 

 Junior Brave, Charm 

 Senior Devotion, Ambition, 
Charisma, Love, and Envy 

 Sports Bra to be 
worn under uniform 
(can also be worn to 
practice) 

$35 plus HST 

 Senior Envy/Love (optional instead 
of regular sports bra) 

 Sports Bra with 
middle-piece 
(optional for Senior 
Envy/Love 

$35 plus HST 

 Youth Brilliance, Courage, Crush 

 Junior Brave, Charm 

 Senior Devotion, Ambition, 
Charisma 

 Full Length Top 

 Skirt 

$280 plus HST 

 Senior Envy/Love  Crop top 

 Skirt 

$280 plus HST 

 Mini Prodigy 

 Mini Innovation and Tiny Wonder 

 Full Top 

 Skirt 

$155 plus HST 

 Youth Brilliance, Courage, Crush 

 Junior Brave, Charm 

 Senior Devotion, Ambition, 
Charisma, Love, and Envy 

 Bow $35 plus HST 

 Mini Prodigy 

 Mini Innovation and Tiny Wonder 

 Bow $30 plus HST 

 
NOTE all prices subject to 15% HST! 

Shipping is included. 
 

Note: For the sake of comparison, a new uniform purchased last year cost families $479.00 

 

4) What are next steps? 



Answer: Your Team Managers, with assistance from Caren Yeomans (pro-shop), will be 

organizing a sizing day. The supplier (Full Swag) will be sending sizers. Please be sure to order 

the appropriate size, and appropriate pieces (Envy/Love).   

 

5) How does payment work? 

Answer: As per the information package, the uniform costs are NOT included in any of the 

fees. For us to place the uniform for you, 50% of the total cost is due up front, on sizing day. 

Payments accepted are: Cash, Credit, Debit, Check, Email Money Transfer, or Online 

PayPal/Credit card payment. Everyone will be billed for the full amount of the uniform. The 

balance of the uniform cost must be paid upon pick up (early January 2018), else the uniform 

will remain the property of WHC until the balance is paid.  

6) Are they AMAZING? 

Answer: YES!!!!!!!!!!! 

 


